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nesses of the use of poison gas. Dr. Melly and
companions had been treating gas cases at the
of eighty to a hundred a day, and it was evidently
undesirable from the Italian point of view that they
should continue to accumulate such damaging
evidence. And yet short of killing every white member
of the unit, which was unlikely, it was impossible to
prevent th*e truth from coming out, so that the com-
monly accepted explanation is not really very plaus-
ible. It seems more probable that the raid was just
a sheer piece of 'frightfulness* with hatred of the
English as an additional motive.1
Beginning a war without notice, and bombing in-
habited towns had almost become accepted as part of
our post-war civilization, and created less stir in Europe
than the attacks on hospitals, and the use of poison
gas. The latter was a definitely retrogade step. Italy,
with most civilized countries, had sworn not to employ
poison gas— under the protocol of June 17th, 1925;
The reactions in the various democratic countries to
this breach of a solemn agreement were more interesting
than encouraging.. The class of individuals, whom
Signer Mussolini likes to describe as 'humanitarian;
spinsters* did their best to call attention to the enormity
of Italian behaviour, but they had comparatively little
success outside a few countries, like Sweden, which had
not yet accepted the return to 'realist* politics*
*«L°-- M***' **<& egrtnst the World+p. 256. We also have
vlttono Mussolmfs own account in his Flying over Ethiopia*
Movntaw Ranges, the purpose of which is to have Italian youth
learn to be above War's sorrows, seeing only its beauties. II Duce's
tweary-year-oid son found the War a period of * magnificent
sport ~-«*g. * one group of horsemen gave me the impression of
a budding rose unfoldiiig as the bomb fell in their midst and blew
them up. It was exceptionally good lint*

